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The Danish Polymer Centre, DTU and Risø 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
Background 
 
The Danish Polymer Centre is a collaboration 
between Risø National Laboratory and the 
Technical University of Denmark (DTU). At DTU 
the Department of Chemical Engineering and the 
Department of Manufacturing Engineering and 
Management participate in the centre. At Risø the 
Polymer Department constitute the center activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The present 2002 Annual Report does not intend to 
give a complete list of research and educational 
activities at the center, but provides rather few 
examples of selected activities that have led to 
remarkable results in 2002.  

 
 
The given contributions are in no way exhaustive of 
the research results obtained in the year but are 
intended to given an appreciation of the Centre 
activities. Some activities with industrial 
collaborations are further described. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Centre Management 
 
The polymer center has been coordinated by 
professor Klaus Bechgaard (Risø) being the 
director, and professor Ole Hassager being the vice 
director. The individual groups in the center are 
managed in the framework of respectively DTU and 
Risø departments. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Editor: Kell Mortensen, Risø 2003
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2 RESEARCH 
 
The development and processing into useful objects 
of new materials has long been recognized as one of 
the key factors that determine historical progress. 
This is evident even from the way we categorize 
historical periods by the materials employed (stone, 
bronze, iron). Transitions from one material age to 
the next mark periods of major changes. In fact it 
may be argued that we live in the polymer age today. 
Certainly Western Europe has witnessed an increase 
in the consumption of polymers by more than 20 
percent over the last 5 years, to a total consumption 
of almost half the worldwide production of 80 
million ton of polymers per year1. 

 
New polymer materials 
 
Part of the reason for the enormous growth in the 
application of polymers is the almost unlimited 
variation in properties that may be obtained with 
polymer materials. Thus the synthesis of new 
polymers is one of the designated key research areas 
in the centre. Special emphasis is currently on the 
synthesis of polymers with very controlled structure. 
This involves controlled molecular weight, 
branching structure or the insertion of special 
functional units. The synthesis of block copolymers 
with carefully controlled blocks is another general 
area of intense current interest. Controlled radical 
polymerization is a relatively new method with the 
promise of becoming attractive from an industrial 
viewpoint. Atom transfer radical polymerization has 
been used with success for the synthesis of a variety 
of block copolymers. Examples include amphiphilic 
block copolymers and functional block copolymers 
with a host of properties including fully or partly 
fluorinated polymers.  
 
Polymer networks and blends 
 
Crosslinking of polymer systems is a classical way 
of changing material properties by the formation of 
networks. Likewise complex morphologies can be 
obtained and controlled by clever molecular design. 
Drastic changes in physical properties (barrier, 
electrical, optical) may be obtained by additives 

even of nano scale particles. Scattering methods are 
widely used to understand the structure of complex 
networks and blends. Frequently the systems are 
molecularly self-assembling at the nanometre scale. 
The ability to act as flexible barrier materials is the 
basis for the abundant usage of polymers in the 
packaging industry. In fact, nearly half the world-
wide production of polymers is used for packaging. 
Surface properties of materials are clearly important 
in most products. It is therefore natural that surface 
modification and characterization is a major activity 
at the centre.  
 
Structure development in polymer melts 
 
Most polymer products are created by forming 
polymer melts into the desired shapes. In this 
process the long chain molecules become oriented 
and stretched. Upon rapid cooling of the product, 
this orientation is often frozen into the final product. 
In addition, crystallization may take place, often 
linked to the induced orientation of the molecules. 
The net result is that final polymer products 
generally have strong internal molecular orientation, 
which may be a disadvantage as it may be 
responsible for loss of long-term geometrical 
stability. In other situations, such as fibre spinning 
and electronically active polymers the orientation 
may be a necessary characteristic for the product 
functionality.  
 
 
Advanced process engineering 
 
Recent years have witnessed an increasing interest in 
the processing of products with nanometer scale 
structures. Indeed polymers are now used to produce 
structures that previously could only be created, if at 
all, in metal or silicon. Possible applications of 
microinjection moulding to influence the surface 
character of a product include the production of 
advanced lenses, holograms for credit card making 
and structured surfaces for biological and medical 
purposes.  
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2.1 Polymer based solar cells (photovoltaics) 
 
The field of conducting polymers have grown during 
the past 10 years due to the wide perspectives in 
terms of advance in technology and the successful 
application of conducting polymers in place of 
expensive inorganic semiconductors. Conducting 
polymers have most notably been applied to light 
emitting diodes, flat panel displays, transistors, 
diodes and photovoltaics. 
 
Polymer based photovoltaics or plastic solar cells is 
a particular area of interest at the Danish Polymer 
Center and activities range from the development of 
new materials by synthetic organic chemistry, 
through physical characterisation to actual device 
fabrication and evaluation on a small to medium 
scale (3 cm2 to 80 cm2 active area). 
 
Synthesis 
 
While synthetic procedures leading to conducting 
polymers have been available for some time most of 
the research in the conducting polymer field has 
been limited to a few well established types of 
polymers. A major ambition has been to develop 
new procedures to new polymer materials and gain 
an understanding through having many available 
polymers. Currently 50 new conducting polymers 
have been synthesised. The major results are the 
development of advanced monomers that allow for 
directional polymerisation and the synthesis of a 
new series of conducting polymers.  
 
 
Properties 

A critical materials property of a conducting 
polymer is how the electronic energy levels match 
those of an electrode.  
 
The importance of the position of the electronic 
energy levels becomes apparent when wishing to 
inject or extract carriers from the conducting 
polymer material through an electrode. The 
technique employed for the study of these properties 
is ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) and 
employs synchrotron radiation with wavelengths in 
the range 40-80 nm. Our motivation for employing 
this technique in the general characterisation of the 
new materials has been to establish how much the 
energy levels for a given conducting polymer 
backbone can be varied by chemical substitution. In 
this respect particularly fluorine chemistry has been 
employed to lower the position of the occupied 
energy levels and in this manner control the 
injection barrier height. 
 
A second set of materials properties that is also very 
important is the charge carrier mobilities and the 
carrier lifetimes for a given conducting polymer. In a 
plastic solar cell the carrier mobility combined with 
the carrier lifetime has to be high enough to enable 
the generated carriers to exit the cell through an 
external circuit. The carriers that do not make it out 
of the solar cell represent loss of energy. A set-up 
has been constructed at the 10 MeV electron 
accelerator facility at Risø that allows for the 
measurement of these properties. Some of the new 
polymers that have been synthesised have the 
highest charge carrier mobility and the longest 
charge carrier lifetimes known today.

 

O
C8H17
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C8H17
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n  

Fig. 1 A synthetic scheme showing the principle of the directional polymerisation (also known as head-to-tail 
polymerisation). 
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Plastic solar cells 

The final part of the project is the actual plastic 
solar cell device construction. Aside from the 
physical construction of the devices an 
important issue is the possibility to evaluate the 

solar cell performance as a function of 
wavelength under light intensities 
approaching that of the sun in a given 
bandwidth. A high power spectrometer has 
been constructed that fulfils this task. This 
instrument also allows for the evaluation of 
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Fig. 2 The positions of the energy levels as established using UPS for a series of substituted 
terphenylenevinylene conducting polymers. The grey boxes represent the positions of the filled electronic 
energy levels with respect to the Fermi level of gold. 
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Fig. 3 A picture showing the 10 MeV accelerator facility at Risø used to determine the sum of charge carrier 
mobilities and lifetimes in conducting polymers (left). A conductivity transient obtained from passage of a short 
electron pulse through a conducting polymer sample is shown. From the magnitude of the response the carrier 
mobility can be obtained and from the decay time the carrier lifetime can be derived (right). 
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he efficiency of photon-to-electron conversion 
in a narrow wavelength range. At the polymer 
centre solar cells with IPCE (incident photon 
current efficiency) values of 22% have been 
obtained and overall efficiencies of the order of 
0.5% have been achieved. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
While the overall efficiency value is low compared to 
crystalline silicon based solar cells (15%) it must be 
remembered that the price of crystalline silicon solar 
cells is very high (5000 DKR per square metre) while 
the production apparatus is very well developed such 
that large price reductions are unlikely in a foreseeable 
future. The perspectives for polymer based solar cells 
are very easy process conditions and potentially a very 
low cost (< 1 DKK per square metre). 
 
Current activities aim at developing simple device 
construction techniques and improving the lifetime 
under atmospheric conditions. 
 
The project will continue for the next three years 
within the framework of The Danish Polymer Centre 
at Risø under support from STVF (Yngre 
Forskningsleder). See also the project homepage: 
http://www.risoe.dk/solarcells. 
  
Frederik  Krebs. 
Danish Polymer Centre RISØ 
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Fig. 4 A wavelength scan for a 3 cm2 solar cell showing a 
very high IPCE at the wavelength where the conducting 
polymer has an absorption maximum. The typical Isc (short 
circuit current) for white light illumination is of the order of 
0.1 mA cm-2. 

 

Fig. 5 A picture showing test cell (the active area is a 3 cm-2) under characterisation in the high power spectrometer in a 
controlled atmosphere or vacuum (left). A large flexible plastic solar cell prototype with an active area of 80 cm-2 is 
shown to the right. 
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2.2 Structuring Plastic Electronics 
  
Cheap and cheerful logic 
For the manufacturers, the ability to process organic 
electronic materials from solution is the key 
advantage over silicon technology. Unlike the multi-
billion dollar fabrication facilities required for their 
silicon counterparts, the components of plastic 
electronics will be created using simple spincoating 
or printing technologies, on a level of sophistication 
not much higher than that of an office inkjet printer. 

This opens up the so called “low end high volume” 
marked segment, hitherto unreachable by silicon 
based technology. Organic electronics aims at 
making devices that are cheap, flexible and just 
smart enough to perform the task at hand. The 
potential applications comprise such diverse 
elements as electronic price tags, flexible computer 
screens, integrated sensor systems, and disposable 
cell phones.   

Until recently, plastics have largely been confined to 
providing the boxes that house the circuitry and 
insulating wrapping for the conductors and 
semiconductors that do the real work. Some 
polymers, however, can perform as reasonable 
semiconductors, or even be fully conducting [1]. The 
polymers involved all have a 'conjugated' backbone, 

consisting of alternating double and single bonds. 
These bonds are delocalized, which means that 
electrons can move along the molecule, much as 
they do through silicon or indeed through graphite, 
which they resemble. 

Merging Technological and Scientific interests 
Materials science is the key to the future 
development of organic electronics. If we can find a 
better organic semiconductor, or better ways to 
handle existing organic semiconductors, improved 
circuits will follow. Presently, the performance is 
hampered mainly by low carrier mobility — of the 
order of a million times lower than silicon. The 
relatively weak molecular interaction, responsible 
for the highly desirable effects of making the 
materials soluble and flexible, also means that 
electrons hop from molecule to molecule relatively 
slowly. Attempts to boost mobility by strengthening 
bonding also increase the stiffness of the material 
and reduce its solubility. Organic molecules such as 
pentacene may have good mobilities, but devices 
constructed from them require rather elaborate and 
expensive procedures. Other high-tech organic 
semiconductors degrade when exposed to the air. 

We have previously shown how orientation of the 
molecules plays a crucial role for determining device 
performance (see Box 1), and we believe the key to 
improving mobility is to lay down organic molecules 

in ordered arrays, rather than spaghetti-like tangles. 
Hence, we need to have the right recognition 
between the substrate and organic molecules being 
laid down from solution. 
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Box 1: X-ray scattering reveals the relation 
between microstructure and mobility.  
The upper panels show the orientation of self-
organised domains of poly-3-hexylthiophene 
(P3HT) on a substrate as function of regioregularity 
(RR), as determined by grazing incidence X-ray 
scattering (lower left and right panels). The 96% 
RR P3HT orients with the long inter-lamellar 
distance (100) perpendicular to the surface and the 
π-π stacking distance (010) parallel to the surface, 
while the situation is reversed for 86% RR P3HT. 
The best mobility is seen when the π-π stacking 
distance is in the plane of the charge transport 
(lower central panel). From ref. [2]. 
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Aligning the molecules 
 
For almost 40 years it has been know that sliding a 
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) rod at low speed 
and moderately high temperature over a clean glass 
slide yields a highly oriented thin film. The helical 
molecular chains are oriented parallel to the sliding 
direction and form a hexagonal array with an 
interchain spacing of  5.7 Å. In 1991, it was reported 
that these PTFE friction-transfer layers orient a wide 
variety of materials [3]. 

Using PTFE layers, we have been able to align large, 
disc-shaped conjugated molecules (see Figure 1). 
The hexabenzocoronenes (HBC) can have an 
internal mobility in the bulk in excess of 1 cm2

 V−1s−1 
and have consequently been studied intensely. These 
molecules are able to assemble them selves in 
columnar along a surface, producing what in a sense 
resemble electronic wires. 

 

We made thin films of HBC (side chains chosen 
appropriately) on a layer of poly(tetrafluoroethylene) 
in order to induce alignment of the columns. Grazing 
incidence X-ray diffraction studies at the Risø BW2 
diffractometer at HASYLAB in Hamburg then 
revealed how the alignment layers induced 
orientation of the stacks of discotic molecules. 
Figure 2 displays the orientation of the columns for 
the three observed HBC phases in a side-view along 
the tilted HBC-C8,2 columns and the PTFE chains 
[4].  The HBC cores are assumed to be tilted by 49° 
(therefore, in a strict sense, the columns should be 
represented by ellipses).  The 2D unit-cells are 
indicated by arrows.  For all three orientations, the 
distances between HBC columns in contact with the 
PTFE alignment layer matches the PTFE inter-chain 
distance, i.e. they exhibit a quasi-2D epitaxial 
growth mechanism 

Fig 2 The three HBC phases are: (a) HBC0°, (b) 
HBC19.1° and (c) HBC35.2°. The 2D unit-cells are 
indicated by arrows. From Ref. 4. 
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Structural Investigations 
 
The relative abundance of the phases is affected 
by thermal annealing and our ultimate goal is to 
control which phase is formed and to deduct the 
relationship between conductivity and 
orientation of the HBC columns 

  The Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) 
camera, operated at the Risø Rotating Anode X-
ray Laboratory (See Figure 3) is capable of 
measuring thin film samples in a grazing 
incidence geometry. This has made it possible 
for us to continue structural investigations in our 
home laboratory. Figure 4 shows the distribution 
of scattered intensity from a thin spin cast film 
of HATNA. The sample is located at the bottom 
center of the image with the normal pointing 
upwards. Hence, scattering along the lower 
horizontal line corresponds to scattering along 
the sample surface. 

We have found that in the case of HATNA, the 
molecular order and the crystallinity of the film 
is also affected by annealing.  In Figure 4, the 
scattering from a spin-cast HATNA thin film (a) 
is compared to that from a thin film, having been 
exposed to toluene vapours. 

This particular HATNA derivative does not act 
as semiconductor in the bulk state.  The data in 
Figure 4 can be treated so that a direct 
comparison to powder spectra is possible.  Such 
a comparison shows that none of the scattering 
patterns in Figure 4 resemble the powder spectra 
of bulk HATNA. However, the pattern in Figure 
4a resembles the powder spectrum of HATNA-
C12 which is a semiconductor.  Thus, we have a 
reason to believe that the influence of the surface 
may in fact enhance the conductivity of 
HATNA-C6.  It is not only the molecular order 
that is affected by physical perturbations of 
organic thin films but also the actual crystal 
form.  The scattering pattern in Figure 4a 
changes drastically when the film is heated 
above its liquid crystal transition as shown in 
Figure 5.  Our results indicate that the phase of 
the heated film is identical to that of bulk 
HATNA and we therefore propose that the 
heated film consists of the thermodynamically 
most stable crystal phase. 

 

 

Fig 3 The Risø Wide Angle X-ray 
Scattering Camera 

 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig 4.  Scattering from HATNA-C6 (R in 
Figure 1 is hexyl) spin coated onto a silicon 
wafer untreated (a) and treated with toluene 
vapors (b).  
 
 

Fig 5.  Scattering from HATNA-C6 (R in 
Figure 1 is hexyl) spin coated onto a silicon 
wafer and heated to 230°C.  
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Future Directions 

Physical perturbations have a strong influence on the 
organic thin films and it is therefore very likely that 
the migration of charges in operating devices will 
have an even larger influence.  A detailed 
understanding of the dynamical properties of the 
materials can ideally guide the preparation of 
organic semiconductors better suited to 
accommodating charge-induced stress.  Quite apart 
from being better conductors, compounds prepared 
in this manner may also be able to transmit the 
charges faster since the molecular framework 
already is aligned to accommodate a charge-induced 
perturbation, and therefore such organic materials 
could possibly be the route to fast plastic electronics 
− a field that has yet to be explored.  The advent of 
the free electron lasers (X-FELs) at DESY and 
elsewhere is a big step forward towards making such 
an understanding a target within reach. 

References: 
[1]  http://www.nobel.se/chemistry/laureates/200-
0/adv.html 
[2] H. Sirringhaus, P.J. Brown, R.H. Friend, M.M. 
Nielsen, K. Bechgaard, B.M.W. Langeveld-Voss, A.J.H. 
Spiering, R.A.J. Janssen, E.W. Meijer, P. Herwig, and 
D.M. de Leeuw, Nature 401, 685 (1999). 
[3] J.C. Wittmann, P. Smith, Nature 352, 414 (1991). 
[4] Oliver Bunk, Martin M. Nielsen,  Theis I. Sølling, 
Anick M. van de Craats, and Natalie Stutzmann, J. Am. 
Chem. Soc., 125, 2252-2258 (2003) 
 
 
 
-- 
 
Martin Meedom Nielsen & Theis Ivan Sølling 
Danish Polymer Centre RISØ
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2.3 Replication of micro surface topography in injection moulding
 
 
Micro injection moulding and injection 
moulding with specific surface 
microstructures are novel and important 
research areas that have received substantial 
focus over the last decade. This interest is 
among other factors rooted in the emergence 
of new technologies for mould manufacturing 
and characterisation/visualisation of micro 
parts and features. However, injection 
moulding micro technology is in fact an issue 
that has been around for as long as the 
injection moulding process itself. The 
appearance of the surface is important for 
most plastic parts, and for some, the surface 
topography is a critical quality parameter. 
Surface topography has an important 
functional impact for products such as 
medical implants, and an aesthetical 
significance for many high-end consumer 
products like TV sets. Hence, the replication 
of a rough tool surface topography onto the 
plastic part surface can be regarded as micro 
technology with scope for analysis and 
optimisation. Conceptually this study of 
“random” microstructure replication is 
similar to the study of replication of specific 
surface microstructures, but a different 
approach to characterisation and analysis is 
appropriate.  
 
A research project at The Technical 
University of Denmark, The Polymer Centre 
and Department of Manufacturing 
Engineering and Management investigate the 
mechanisms that determine the mould-to-part 
surface micro topography replication quality 
in injection moulding. A primary objective of 
the project is to understand how the choice of 
plastic material and the various injection 
moulding process parameters in concert 
affect replication. Such an understanding will 
provide the basis for optimisation of the 
surface topography of the injection-moulded 
components. The project also addresses 
specific metrological challenges pertinent to 
the injection moulding surface replication 
problem. 
The main experimental work is based on 
mould surfaces manufactured with EDM 
(Electrical Discharge Machining) which is a 
process commonly found in the mould 

making industry. In EDM an electrical spark 
between an EDM tool and the work piece melts 
off droplets of material in the work piece surface, 
which are then flushed away. The process creates 
tool surfaces with varying degrees of roughness 
depending the roughness of the EDM tool itself 
and EDM process conditions. Injection-moulded 
plastic parts produced from moulds with EDM 
surfaces are widely found in such industries as 
medical devices, consumer electronics, and 
technical components. 
 
In principle many techniques are available for 3D 
topographical surface characterisation; these 
include mechanical stylus characterisation, laser 
focus detection, scanning electron microscopy, 
confocal microscopy, interference microscopy, 
and atomic force microscopy. A comparative 
study in the context of rough plastic surfaces has 
been carried out for these instruments. The study 
pointed at the laser focus detection method as the 
most appropriate for the case and hand, exhibiting 
qualifying characteristics such as non-contact 
characterisation and large ranges both laterally 
and in the height dimension (figure 1). 

 
Fig. 1: 3D topography image of PS part. 
 Sq =  4.3 µm; area: 1 x 1 mm 
 
At the most rudimentary level the surface 
topography replication quality can be evaluated by 
applying established 3D topography parameters. 
Specifically, the ratio between a 3D topography 
parameter for an injection moulded plastic part 
surface and the corresponding parameter for the 
inverted surface of the mould can be used as an 
indicator of replication quality. Strictly speaking, 
given the nature of topography parameters, such a 
replication quality index may not actually describe 
replication in the sense of geometrical similarity 
very well. However, the wide industrial dispersion 
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of the established 3D topography parameters 
in itself makes the “parameter 
transformation” from mould to plastic part 
and important scope of study. 
 
Not surprisingly, it has been shown that 
replication quality depends on both plastic 
material and injection moulding process 
conditions. In general, the choice of plastic 
material can have a somewhat stronger effect on 
replication than process conditions – even at 
extreme points in the process window (figure 2, 
3).  
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Fig. 2: Replication quality for different 
materials (typical process conditions). 
 
The practical implication of this is that given 
a certain plastic material, replication quality 
can only be controlled within a relatively 
tight range, while it may be possible to obtain 
larger changes by using a different plastic 
material. It has been found that the developed 
area ratio, Sdr most profoundly indicates 
changes in process conditions for a given 
plastic material. Between different materials, 
the density of summits, Sds, is the parameter 
that best captures topographical changes. For 
both process condition induced and material 
induced replication changes, the widely used 

RMS deviation, Sq reveals topographical changes 
with statistically significance. 
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Fig. 3: Replication quality for PP at  
different process conditions 
 
Replication quality appears to be determined by a 
combined effect of material deformation in the 
surface and shrinkage. A complicating factor is 
that the topography itself also affects the 
shrinkage through a mould restraint mechanism at 
the micro level. The deeper analysis of process 
parameter effects on replication quality is assisted 
by the use of process simulation with commercial 
software. The simulation does not yield direct 
results on replication, but does provide important 
information on physical conditions like frozen 
layer build-up, that cannot practically be 
determined experimentally. 
 
Currently the project focuses on more advanced 
measures of replication and on more extensive 
statistical analysis of the relationship between 
process parameters and replication quality.  
 
-- 
Uffe Arlø Theilade 
Danish Polymerc Centre DTU
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2.4 LC-Fractionation of Pluronic P85 under Critical Conditions for PEG
  
Many research reports have been focused in recent 
years on Pluronics or Poloxamers, due to quite 
interesting structures they form in aqueous solution 
and the many applications of these polymers as 
interface-active materials. Ideally they are 
symmetric PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymers of 
poly(ethylene oxide) and poly(propylene oxide). The 
Pluronic sample P85 has a nominal average degree 
of polymerisation of 38 for the PPO block and 27 for 
each PEO block: (EO)27(PO)38(EO)27. The real 
commercial samples of P85 show bimodal molar 
mass distribution with a low molar mass top 
comprising 12% of the total mass. The bimodal 
distribution is typical for virtually all the Pluronics; 
Size Exclusion Chromatograms of three different 
Pluronics with same nominal PPO block length but 
different PEO block length are shown in Figure 1. 
We’ll turn very shortly on the reasons for such a 
distribution at the end of this contribution. 
In water Pluronics can be found as unimers (single 
dissolved molecules), spherical or worm-like 
micelles depending on the temperature, the 
concentration and the type of Pluronic sample. It is 
mainly the length of the PPO block that determines 
the unimer to micelle transition temperature; the 
length of the PEO blocks has a minor effect. This 
was the driving force for developing a new 
chromatographic technique for the separation of 
Pluronics samples according to the length of the 
PPO block.  
The difference in the chemical nature between the 
blocks of a block copolymer allows in principle to 
find chromatographic conditions in which a 
homopolymer identical to one of the blocks (PEO in 

our case) elutes at the total volume independent of 
the chain length, therefore becoming 
chromatographically ‘invisible’. The 
chromatography at such conditions is called Liquid 
Chromatography at the Critical Point of Adsorption 
(LCCPA) [H. Pasch, B. Trathnigg, ‘HPLC of 
Polymers’, pp.119-190, Springer 1998]. From a 
thermodynamical viewpoint this is realised in 
conditions of zero Gibbs free energy change for the 
macromolecules entering the pores of the stationary 
phase. A simplified picture is that the larger 
molecules ‘see’ a smaller pore volume but interact 
stronger with the stationary phase. At LCCPA these 
two factors are exactly balanced and there is no 
chromatographic separation. The separation in this 
case is due exclusively to the interaction of the other 
block with the column material. The novelty of our 
procedure consists in realising for the first time 
LCCPA for the PEO block maintaining at the same 
time a not too strong interaction of the PPO block 
with the stationary phase. The stationary phase that 
permitted such a balance was that of a Nucleosil CN 
column, used with 50MeOH:50H2O (v:v) at 50°C, 
thereby separating for the first time the Pluronic 
molecules relative to the length of the PPO block 
alone. The chromatogram drawn by the thicker line 
in Figure 2 represents the Pluronic P85 run at 
LCCPA. Each narrow top represents species with a 
certain length of the PPO block and having the 
overall distribution of PEO blocks. P85 was 
separated into five fractions with the elution volume 
boundaries shown in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Size Exclusion RI-chromatograms of three Pluronic 
samples with same nominal PPO block length (<DPPPO> = 38) 
but with different PEO block length: L81 <DPPEO> = 6; P85 
<DPPEO> = 27; F87 <DPPEO> = 62. ‘ 
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Fig. 2. RI-chromatogram of P85 under critical conditions for the 
PEO and of a mixture of PPG900+PPG2000 at the same 
conditions. The vertical segments show the elution volumes’ 
limits for the fractionation (five fractions). From the PPG 
mixture it is possible to estimate the length of the PPO block by 
simply counting the units. 
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The fractions were characterised by Size Exclusion 
Chromatography (SEC) as shown in Figure 3 and by 
LCCPA as shown in Figure 4 for the fractions 3, 4 
and 5. Both figures indicate that the Fraction 4 is 
closest to the main top of the unfractionated P85.  
 
The fractionation of the P85 relative to the PPO 
block length alone permitted us to look at the phase 
transitions of the fractions with narrow distribution 
of PPO block-length in water solution. We illustrate 
our findings by the peak temperature and by the 
width of the unimer 
to micelle transition in a Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC) experiment.  
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Fig. 3. Size exclusion RI-chromatograms of P85 and the 
fractions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. LCCC chromatogram of P85 and the fractions 3, 4, 
5. 
 
 
 
The transition for the fractions 3, 4 and 5 was shown 
to become significantly narrower than that of the 
unfractionated P85 as illustrated in Figure 5. The 
similarity of the Tmax for the unfractionated P85 and 
the Fraction 4 is most probably correlated to the 
similarity in the MWD around the main peak as 
already mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
In conclusion of this rapid excursion on our work on 
the liquid chromatography of P85 we turn quite 
shortly on the reasons at the basis of the bimodal 
MWD as was illustrated in fig. 1. Pluronics are 

prepared by sequential anionic polymerisation at 
around 100°C using potassium glycolate as initiator; 
it is expected that the chains grow from both ends.  
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Fig. 5. Results from the DSC analysis of P85 and the fractions 
3-5. The increase in the PPO content in the order Fr3-Fr4-Fr5 
correlates with a decrease in the Tmax for the micellisation 
temperature and a decrease in the transition width ∆T½. Notice 
that the sample P85 has an average composition similar to Fr3 
but its Tmax is similar to that of Fr4. [W. B. Pedersen, S. 
Ndoni, C. Trandum and S. Hvidt, ‘Effects of Poloxamer 
Fractionation on Micellization in Water’, in preparation] 
 
Termination reactions are though possible, f.ex. loss 
of water and formation of a double bond during the 
growth of PPO. In Figure 6 is shown an overlay of 
the RI and the UV210nm SEC traces for P85. The 
much higher relative absorption of the low MW 
component is interpreted as due to the presence of 
double bonds at the chain end.  
 

 

 
 
Fig. 6. Size Exclusion RI- and UV210nm- chromatograms of 
P85. The larger UV absorption at the low MW region were 
interpreted as an indication of the existence of double bonds at 
the end of the PPO block. This interpretation was corroborated 
by 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR measurements on the same samples 
(data not shown). 

 
-- 
Sokol Ndoni 
Danish Polymer Centre RISØ



2.5 Installation of the small-angle neutron scattering facility, SANS-II, at 
the Paul Scherrer Institute 
 
 
 
As part of the agreement between Risø and the Paul 
Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland, the former 
Risø-SANS facility was modified, upgraded with a 
new mechanical velocity selector and installed at the 
SINQ spallation source during the Spring of 2002. 
The instrument has been in routine operation since 
August 2002.  
The main characteristics of this Small-Angle Neutron 
Scattering instrument (Fig. 1) are 
(ref: http://sinq.web.psi.ch/sinq/instr/sans2.html): 
 
• neutron wavelength range 4.5 - 20 Å 
• beam collimation 1-6 m 
• sample-to-detector distance 1-6 m 
• area detector, diameter 59cm, 128x128 
pixels 
• accessible Q-range:  0.002 – 0.3 Å-1  (i.e. 
measurable size-range 10 – 1500 Å) 
• flux in the sample position for 4 m 
collimation and λ=4.5 Å:  30000 
neutrons/s/cm2/mrad2/mA 
 
 
The whole system, i.e. collimators, sample chamber 
and detector tank can be operated in a single vacuum 
system without windows in order to reduce 
background. In that case, 7-position sample 
exchanger (with temperature control in the range 6-
95ºC), or 3-position furnace (up to 300ºC) can be 
employed. The sample chamber can also be removed 
and a rotation table can be installed instead. This 
option enables the use of bulky and heavy equipment, 
such as cryo-magnets, shear devices, etc.  
 
During 2002 the groups from the Polymer Centre 
have performed structural studies on diblock 
copolymer model systems, on thermoplastic 
elastomers gels, on aqueous micellar systems and on 
polymer/nano-clay mixtures. In the picture of Fig. 2, 
scientists from the Polymer Centre perform some of 
the first experiments at the new SANS-II facility. A 
special sample environment (rheometer) was 
employed, enabling to carry out structural studies of 
polymers under shear. 
 
According to the Risø-PSI agreement, half of the 
SANS-II beamtime time is reserved for the Danish 
user community, whereas the other half is scheduled 
via the SINQ proposal system. Danish scientists can 
get support for travelling expenses through a three 
year running grant from the Danish Research Council 

SNF. The grant is administrated by the DANSCAT 
organisation, 
http://www.danssk.risoe.dk/DANSCATT/. 
 
-- 
Kell Mortensen 
Danish Polymer Centre RISØ 

 
Fig. 1. SANS-II facility installed at SINQ. 

  
Fig. 2. Scientists from the Polymer Centre using 
SANS2 for studies of block copolymers melts under 
shear condition (photo by KM). 
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2.6 Diblock Copolymer studied by Birefringence, SANS and Rheology 
 
The phase behaviour of block copolymers are highly 
affected by the covalent bond between the two species. 
Immiscibility of the two blocks below a given critical 
mesophase separation temperature (MST) leads to phase 
separation on the nanometer length scale. It has been 
shown both theoretically and experimentally that this 
mesophase separation mechanism is accomplished by a 
ordering phenomena, where the two blocks self-associate 
into domains that makes perfect crystalline order relative 
to each other. It is this self assembly into well ordered 
nano meter sized structures that makes block copolymer 
attractive for modern material technology, ranging from 
advanced molecular electronics to intelligent viscosity 
control of fluids and to membrane technology. 
According to classical mean field theories, three 
ordered phases exists in diblock copolymer melts: a 
lamellar phase (LAM) of alternating A- and B-
lamellas, a hexagonally ordered phase (HEX) where 
the minority component forms solid cylinders in a 
matrix formed by the other block, and a body 
centred cubic phase (BCC) where the minority 
component associate into spheres in the matrix. In 
real systems, however, composition fluctuations 
result in complex phases beyond these classical 
ones. This concerns in particular the formation of 
the bicontinuous gyroid structure (GYR) with cubic 
Ia3d symmetry. The typical phase diagram for 
diblock copolymers is sketched in fig. 1. 

The mesoscopic ordered phases are usually identified 
applying scattering techniques, x-ray and/or neutron, or 
direct imaging using electron microscopy. But also 
macroscopic properties clearly resemble transformation 
from one phase to another. Examples are rheological and 
optical properties. 
An aim have been to explore the possibilities of 
using optical methods for at first hand to identify 
mesoscopic order, and secondly to make it possible 
to control ordering during processing. We have 
therefor made setup's where we can probe rheology 
and neutron scattering simultaneously, and 
rheology and birefringence simultaneously (fig. 2).  
Birefringence is already used in polymer research 
for different purposes. Chain stretching causes 
optical anisotropy and thereby birefringence.  For 
amorphous homopolymer melts the birefringence 
signal is directly proportional to the applied stress, 
as specified in the stress-optical rule. Stresses can 
therefor be determined through measure of the 
birefringence signal. Birefringence is also used to 
determine residual strain in transparent plastic's 
components. Injection molded polymer materials is 
often encumbered with residual strains that might 
significantly reduce the mechanical stability. Such 
strains can be visualised and quantified by 
birefringence methods 

 

Fig 1. Schematic phase diagram of AB diblock copolymer 
system, showing the five well established phases: disorder, 
lamellar, hexagonal cylinder, body centred cubic ordered 
spheres, and bicontinuous cubic Ia3d phase (gyroid). 
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Fig 2. Experimental setup. a) Rheometer installed at  SANS-2, 
PSI in Switzerland. b) Rheometer installed in birefringence 
setup at DTU. 
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The birefringence setup applied in the present study 
is based on an optical train for polarization-
modulation polarimetry, around a commercial 
rheometer (Rheometrics Solid Analyzer, RSAII). It 
is suited for simultaneous, quantitative 
measurements of dynamic stress and birefringence 
over wide ranges of frequency (0.01-100rad/s) and 
temperature (-100 to +400oC). The use of optical 
modulation increases the sensitivity. The sample is 
sheared between the two plates of the rheometer. 
Holes were drilled on the shear plates and quartz 
windows mounted to enable passage of laser light 
through the sample. Rheo-SANS measurements 
were performed at the former Risø-SANS 
instrument, SANS-2, which is now installed at PSI 
in Switzerland. The same RSAII-rheometer was 
applied, using aluminium shear cell, which are 
transparent for neutrons. 
With the shear apparatus in situ it is possibly both 
to report mechanical and structural properties 
simultaneously, and to unravel the direct influence 
of shear. It is well known that large amplitude shear 
markedly affect the texture of ordered block 
copolymer systems, possibly forming single-
domain materials. Shear, however, also affect 
fluctuations. It can therefore be expected that large 
amplitude shear might affect the stability of the 
fluctuation induced phases. 
For the study we have investigated a PS-PI diblock 
copolymer with volume fraction fPI=0.67 of 
polyisoprene. Four different phases are observed: 
DIS, HEX, G and LAM. Simultaneous 
birefringence and dynamic moduli measurements 
were carried out while the temperature was 
increased with a certain heating rate under 
quiescent and very small amplitude shear 
conditions. 
Fig. 3 shows birefringence (∆n measured in the νn 
plane) and shear modulus (G’), versus temperature. 

The birefringence data is in perfect agreement with 
the reported multiple phase behaviour. The 
temperature range of 130-150oC where ∆n 
approaches zero is attributed to the gyroid phase, 
which is optically isotropic. The small hunch 
observed at about 126oC is attributed to the 
modulated lamellar phase (ML). The 'peak' around 
152oC is attributed to the narrow HEX regime. 
SANS experiments have verified the various 
phases. Shear aligned samples shows the 
characteristic pattern of for example the 2-spot 
pattern of the lamellar and the 10-spot pattern of the 
gyroid phase, as displayed in fig. 4. It was further 
proven , that exposure to shear with large amplitude 
and high frequency causes the gyroid phase to 
transform into lamellar order. Combined neutron 
scattering (fig. 4), birefringence, and rheology give 
detailed insight into the dynamics and epitaxy of 
the phase transformation. 
-- 
Rüya Eskimergen, Kell Mortensen, Martin Vigild 
Danish Polymer Centre, DTU & RISØ. 
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Fig 3. Birefringence of PS-PI diblock copolymer, as measured 
versus temperature. 
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Fig 4. SANS measurements obtained at 120oC 
as obtained during shear (LAM) and during 
relaxation back to gyroid (GYR). 
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2.7  Biodegradable polymer composites 
 
The use of natural fibres (e.g., wood, plant fibres) as 
reinforcement in commodity thermoplastics (e.g., 
PE, PP) has attracted considerable attention in recent 
years and there are now a number of companies 
around the world either actively involved or seeking 
to enter this business. Existing products fall into two 
broad categories, those based on plant fibres and 
manufactured by compression moulding for 
automotive interiors (e.g., headliners, parcel racks, 
door panels) and those based on wood fibre or wood 
flour that are manufactured by extrusion for building 
products and other applications. In North America, 
extruded wood fibre-reinforced thermoplastics are 
largely based on recycled HDPE and are widely 
used in residential decking. These building products 
are sold on the basis of their maintenance 
advantages relative to preservative-treated or 
naturally durable wood. There is also a smaller 
volume of specialty injection-moulded wood-plastic 
products in today’s market.   
 
In a recent joint research project between the Danish 
Polymer Centre and the Materials Research 
Department (AFM) at Risø, we investigated the 
production and properties of natural fibre 
composites based on the biodegradable polymers, 
polylactide (PLA), polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) and 
polycaprolactone (PCL), the formulae of which are 
shown in Figure 1.  
Such biocomposites should remain fully 
biodegradable while showing improvement in some 
mechanical properties when compared with the 
unreinforced polymers. In addition, the use of 
natural fibre reinforcement means that total material 
costs are reduced since a significant percentage of 
the polymer can be replaced by less expensive fibre.   

 
In our experimental approach we generated 
biodegradable polymer films using a Haake single-
screw extruder located at the DTU facilities of the 
Danish Polymer Centre. A film-stacking procedure 
was then used in which sheets were cut from these 
films and combined with non-woven jute fibre mat 
sections. Jute (Corchorus capsularis L.) was 
selected because fibre mats were readily available 
and, from a practical perspective, such products are 
now commonly employed in the automotive sector 
and in other industries. Using pressing facilities 
available at AFM, fibre/polymer lay-ups were 
prepared by sandwiching mats of jute between layers 
of biodegradable polymer film. These lay-ups were 
designed so that jute fibre contents were consistently 
about 40% w/w. Following an initial pre-pressing 
cycle, the lay-ups were automatically transferred to a 
second stage and heated under vacuum to 
temperatures above the polymer melting point 
before then being rapidly moved back to the press 
for consolidation and cooling.  
 
Results from tensile testing of conditioned samples 
cut from the natural fibre/biodegradable polymer 
composites are shown for L-polylactide (PLLA) in 
Figures 2 and 3.  
The figures include results from PLLA 
biocomposites prepared at various different process 
temperatures. The improvement in tensile properties 
provided by the plant fibres can be easily seen. 
Table 1 summarises similar results obtained when 
another biopolymer, PHB, and a synthetic 

 
PLA             -[O-CH(CH3)- CO]-  
 
 
PHB             -[O-CH(CH3)-CH2-CO]- 
 
 
PCL              -[O-(CH2)5-CO]-  

 
 

Fig. 1: Formulae for polylactide (PLA), 
polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) and polycaprolactone 
(PCL). 
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Fig. 2: Tensile strength of PLLA and PLLA/jute biocomposites  
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biodegradable polymer, PCL, were used instead of 
PLLA. With natural fibre-reinforced thermoplastics 
there is always the question of fibre/polymer 
compatibility and we studied this by examining 
tensile fracture surfaces under the environmental 
scanning electron microscope. Although we 
observed little fibre pull-out, the results, as typically 
shown for a PLLA/jute fracture surface in Figure 4, 
indicate void spaces between fibres and the polymer 
matrix suggesting that better fibre/polymer 
compatibility might be desirable in this case. As a 
result of further research a method for achieving 
improved surface compatibility between natural 
fibres and biopolymers is now included in a current 
international patent application. 
 
The use of vacuum at the heating stage of the 
biocomposite manufacturing process is thought to 
offer a number of benefits. In particular, thermal 
degradation of fibres should be reduced in the 
absence of oxygen, composite consolidation should 
be enhanced and porosity content should be reduced. 
In the case of biopolymers such as PLLA, the rapid 
removal of water contained in the plant fibre cells 
under vacuum in the heating stage should limit any 
hydrolytic degradation of the biopolymer. This 
assumption was confirmed when the molecular 
weights of PLLA extracted from various 
biocomposites and other PLLA samples (i.e., 
granulate, film and panels without fibre 
reinforcement) were analysed using size-exclusion 

chromatography (Table 2). In particular, there is no 
statistically significant difference between the 
weight-average molecular weights (Mw) or 
polydispersity (PD) values for PLLA extracted from 
composites made with either air-dried or vacuum 
oven-dried jute mats. Taking into account the 
accuracy of the analytical method, the data in Table 
2 also show that there was relatively little change in 
Mw and Pd under any circumstances during PLLA 
processing. 
 
The bioplastics industry is still at a relatively early 
stage of development but there are indications now 
that increasing consumer demand for plastics from 
renewable raw materials as well as other factors 
could change this situation in the relatively near 
future. There could therefore be accompanying 
opportunities for bio-composites in a variety of 
applications from packaging to building products 
and beyond. From a research perspective, exciting 
new developments in biocomposites should be 
possible through an improved understanding of 
biopolymer processing as well as specific studies on 
blends of biopolymers and/or fibres, improved 
fibre/polymer compatibili-sation and the use of 
nano-scale cellulosic reinforcement in biopolymers. 
In some applications, poor impact properties could 
be a potential Achilles Heel for biocomposites and 
research specifically targeting improvement in this 
property could also prove fruitful.   
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Fig 3. Tensile modulus of PLLA and PLLA/jute biocomposites 

 

 

Fig 4. ESEM photomicrograph of a PLLA/jute     
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-- 
David Plackett, Sokol Ndoni, RISØ

 
 

Sample Process  Heating Tensilea Tensilea Strain at 

type 
temperatu

re time strength modulus max.  

  (oC) (min) (MPa) (GPa) stressa (%) 

       

PHB 200 3 21.8 (2.0) 1.9 (0.1) 4.5 (1.3) 

PHB/juteb 180 10 58.9 (2.5) 6.8 (0.2) 2.0 (0.2) 

PHB/juteb 190 3 71.2 (2.6) 7.8 (0.4) 1.9 (0.3) 

PHB/juteb 200 3 62.7 (0.8) 7.2 (0.1) 1.9 (0.3) 

PHB/juteb 210 3 70.0 (0.7) 8.3 (0.1) 1.7 (0.1) 

PHB/juteb 220 3 62.2 (2.3) 8.0 (0.2) 1.7 (0.2) 

PCL 80 10 15.7 (0.2) 0.5 (0.02) 15.0 (0.9) 

PCL/juteb 80 10 49.9 (1.2) 5.2 (0.2) 1.8 (0.06) 

       

Notes: a Values in parentheses are standard deviations  
  b Composites containing approximately 40% jute w/w 

 
Table 1: Tensile properties of PHB and PCL biocomposites 

 
 
Sample 

type 

Process 
temperat

ure  
Molar weight 

average Polydispersity 

  (oC) (Mw)* (Pd)* 

     
PLLA 

granulate N.A.* 274850 2.57 
PLLA 
film N.A.* 263500 2.35 

PLLA/jut
eb 180 252850 2.32 

PLLA/jut
eb 190 252550 2.34 

PLLA/jut
eb 200 247725 2.36 

PLLA/jut
eb 210 244150 2.34 

PLLA/jut
eb 220 238525 2.33 

PLLAa 200 239300 2.43 

PLLAa 220 219300 2.37 
PLLA/dri

e 200 252700 2.22 
PLLA/dri

e 210 251400 2.32 
PLLA/dri

e 220 244650 2.34 

    

Notes: a  Mean of four analysis  
  b Jute mats used in air-dried form 

 
Table 2: Molar mass analysis of PLLA 
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2.8 Environmental Stress Cracking of Polymers 
 
 

 

The MONEPOL centre contract is a project of three years 
duration based on collaboration between the Danish 
polymer Centre and Danish industries. 
 
The objectives of this project are to understand the nature 
of degradation processes of polymers and their mechanise 
which lead to failure of these materials at services.  It is 
also intended to build a database of literature that includes 
recent research and development activities in this filed. 
An important outcome of the project is also to educate 
Ph.D. student who are planning and carrying out 
experimental works as well as analysing the obtained 
data. 
 
Degradation of polymers is divided into two classes: 
mechanical and chemical degradation. 
The mechanical degradation deals with phenomena 
known as Environmental Stress Cracking (ESC). We have 
studied amorphous polymer such as polycarbonate (PC) 
embedded in solutions (e.g. water and alcohol's) while 
exposed to stress or strain. Experiments are made in the 
apparatus shown in fig.1, where the time dependent 
modulus can be probed as a function of time. 
 
For the chemical degradation two main processes are 
considered, namely oxidation and hydrolyses. Eight 
polymers and two rubbers have been studied so far.  The 
investigated polymers are polyamide (PA11, PA66), 
polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), 
polyphenylenesulfide (PPS), polyethersulfon, acrylo-
nitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS), and poly-vinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF).  The investigated rubbers include the 
additives ethylene-propylenediene monomer (EPDM) and 

Viton A (FKM). 
 
The oxidation degradation pathway is investigated by 
exposing the polymers to strong acidic or basic aqueous 
solutions. The hydrolyse degradation pathway is focused 
mainly on the PA polymers. 
 
The ultimate gaols for these investigations are not only to 
understand the degradation path on a molecular level, but 
also to be able to predict the lifetime of polymers and 
ultimately to prevent materials failures. 
 
In the mechanical degradation part of the project, a simple 
but accurate and efficient in-situ test method has been 
developed, in which a polymer can be tested in a solution 
under constant stress or strain to document ESC type of 
degradation.  As far as the chemical degradation concerns, 
a weak links in FKM rubber samples has been identified 
in the selected environment of 10%NaOH at 800C. More 
experiments are underway to get insight into degradation 
processes of the other polymers.  
 
-- 
Afshin Ghanbari-Siahkal & Lutfi F. Al.-Saidi. 
Danish Polymer Centre RISØ

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the test device for the 
ESCR of polymer 
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Fig. 2. Environmental stress cracking resistance ESCR of 
polycarbonate immersed in methanol for 72 hours and at 
different strains, as given by the measured time dependent 
modulus. 
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3.1  Collaboration with Industry, molecular synthesis and 
characterization.
 
 
Corporation with industry has, since the 
establishment of the Danish Polymer Centre, been 
an imported and integrated part of the centre 
activities. Within the Centre there is broad selection 
of analysis techniques. This helps the organic 
chemist to follow and design the reactions and 
analyze the products (organic compounds, 
monomers or polymers). 
Programs with industry include both long-term 
contracts on given problems, and day-to-day 
collaboration on consultant basis. The centre 
finished two industry related centre contracts in 
2002, the HYDECO project that concerned hygienic 
design and cleaning of process equipment in 
comestible industry, and the COMF project that 
concerned surface metrology and functionality. The 
MONEPOL centre with the aim of improved 
understanding and possibly prediction of 
environmental and chemically induced polymer 
failures continued in 2002, and a new contract on 
nano-structured interfaces for medical applications, 
CNP, was founded in 2002 among the Polymer 
Centre and a number of Danish companies. 
A group of organic chemists are doing organic and 
polymer chemistry on research projects and work as 
consultants for the industry. The consultant works 
done in 2002 have involved a number of Danish and 
foreign companies, and have been on both long term 
developing projects and associated with acute 
materials problems. The group has the advantage of 
being very flexible and able to take up to new 

assignments very fast. As the group consists of both 
chemists and technicians, there is always someone 
who can go into collaboration with the customer. We 
know the need of the industry, that requires a 
qualified and fast answer to enquiry and we do our 
best to meet the requests professionally. 
The Polymercentre's laboratories are very well 
equipped as a result of many years of research 
activities. For example, organic molecules can be 
synthesized and characterized in amounts from 
laboratory- to 2kg scale.  
Concerning polymerization processes there are 
presently only possibilities for laboratory scale 
synthesis, but it is planned to build a pilot plant, 
thereby being able to hand up to 1kg polymer by 
anionic polymerization. 

 
Lately we have been working with anionic, 
condensation, free radical and atom transfer radical 
polymerizations of monomers either bought or 
synthesized in our laboratories. The goals for the 
polymerizations are often a polymer with a specific 
molecular weight and distribution or with 
characteristically physical properties. 
-- 
Lizette Bruun & Marianne Strange 
Danish Polymer Centre RISØ 

 

 

 

Fig 1 Filtration of carbon at elevated temperatures, 
100oC. The filter funnel is heated by a heat gun. 

 

 

Fig 2. Pilot facility for organic synthesis 
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